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	TITLE: Exploiting the Las and Lam phage for potential control of HLB
	DATE: 01/15/13
	SPONSOR: [Citrus Research and Development Foundation]
	CATEGORY: [Culture, Molecular Biology, Koch's Postulates]
	ABSTRACT: Goals 1, 2 and 3 are partially completed and continuing.  We have cloned three predicted "late gene" promoter regions with promoter activity from SC1.  The first (promoter P0) is located between locus tags gp125 and gp130 and includes a portion of the region annotated as gp125.  This region was cloned in both directions upstream of the lacZ reporter gene in E. coli.  In the early gene direction, this promoter region gave a light blue color reaction that we regard as a moderately constitutive promoter activity.  In the late gene direction, this promoter region gave a medium blue color reaction that we regard as a stronger constitutive promoter activity.  We subsequently cloned two additional potential promoters from the late gene region of SC1, the first located between gp120 and gp125 (promoter P1) and the second between gp115 and gp120 (promoter P2). Both of the promoters were cloned in the late gene direction. Only the construct (forming pSZ81) of P2 fused with the lacZ gene showed a medium blue color reaction equivalent to that of P0.  Promoter P1 was not active.We then cloned the SC1 gp125 (annotated as a phage C2-like repressor) into pUFJ5, forming pUFZ3-4, and transformed into the strain containing pSZ81. No change in color reaction was observed, indicating that either the pUFZ3-4 clone was not functional, or the gp125 locus didn’t function as a repressor of P0. We then searched the Las genome (psy62) and found that besides gp125, there was only one additional locus annotated as a repressor in the genome, CLIBASIA_01645. This protein homologue is also present in Lso (CKC_01785) and Lam (LAMF_00067) and all three have a predicted Peptidase S24 LexA-like protein domain at their its 3’ends.  LexA is a repressor of genes involved in the cellular SOS response to DNA damage. We designed primers to clone this C1 repressor from Las strain UF506 based on the pys62 genome sequence. The PCR product sequence revealed that the corresponding ORF in UF506 was truncated and missing the Peptidase S24 LexA-like protein domain that is predicted in Las strain psy62, Lso and Lam. This truncated UF506 ORF was cloned into pUFR047, forming pSZ83, and transformed into the strain containing pSZ81.  We also cloned the nontruncated Lam homolog (LAMF_00067) into pUFR047, forming pSZ84, and transformed this clone into the strain containing pSZ81.  Again, no change in color reaction was observed, indicating that neither functioned to repress the late gene promoter regions P0 or P2.   In an effort to determine if the promoter regions examined were really in the “late” region, we used semi-quantitative, real time PCR assays to determine relative expression levels of several different genes on both SC1 and SC2.  Relative expression levels of SC2-gp095 (peroxidase), SC2-gp100 (glutathione peroxidase), SC1-gp110 (“holin”) although nominally placed in the “late” gene regions of the phage, were much higher (>100X) than expression levels of SC1-gp025 (“tail fiber”).  These results indicated that the promoter regions P0, P1 and P2 that we examined as predicted “late gene” promoters, are likely not late gene promoters, nor repressed.  Since repressors are known to work at multiple promoter sites, we are cloning additional predicted promoter regions, this time from genes including SC1-gp025, now experimentally shown to be expressed as a late gene. 
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